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Atlanta Radio Theatre Company (ARTC) 

Board Meeting 19 Nov 2016 

MINUTES 

Attending: David Benedict, William Brown, Ron Butler, Oreta Campbell, Bill Ritch, Brad 
Strickland, Hal Wiedeman 
 
President Bill Ritch called the meeting to order at 14:14. 
 

1. David Benedict needs recommendations for people or organizations ARTC may 
contact to request either monetary or in-kind donations. 
 

2. Benedict recently attended a meeting of NAMPC (National Arts Marketing 
Project Conference) to explore methods and techniques of marketing. He thanked 
ARTC for supporting his attendance and said that the information he gathered 
are valuable and that he will incorporate material from the NAMPC meeting into 
ARTC’s marketing outreach. Especially important were two main concepts: 

 Marketing is impossible without first clearly identifying the target 
audience 

 A vital component of marketing is engaging and energizing members of 
the organization, including the board. We must make them care more 

Additionally, the NAMPC meeting stressed that organizations need to keep 
achievable goals in mind—not just “it would be nice if we could. . ..” but set goals 
that are reasonable and reachable within a set time frame.  
 

3. To help launch an ARTC marketing outreach, Benedict plans to call a company 
meeting, probably in late January. Since we do not plan a December meeting, 
David will communicate by e-mail, finalizing plans in mid-January before 
announcing the time/date/place of the company meeting.  At the meeting, 
production goals for the year will be our number one priority, but we will also 
look into ways to pick up sponsors. 

 The NAMPC meeting discussed the concept of the “job to be done” theory 
– what is your customer hiring you to do? It is important to identify what 
role the company has in a listener’s life and cater to that role as much as 
possible in order to expand audience. 

 We should identify and list ways in which we would like our audience to 
change (examples: for them to be more engaging; be more open to original 
work). Ritch pointed out an initial problem: our audiences are passive. In 
furthering audience engagement, contributors to the podcast can pick out 
one of our shows and offer a review. Similarly, we can encourage other 
venues to review our work. 

 In pursuing sponsors, David would like to create and produce a mock ad 
demonstrating how potential sponsors could be presented in ARTC ad 
placements. 
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4. Benedict also discussed the concept of propelling questions— an ambitious goal 
with a significant constraint. Example: How can we increase production in a field 
that requires special training with limited funds? 

 We need to address the organizational mindset. There is a difference 
between “We can’t do this because—” and “We can do this IF—” 

 We should analyze what most appeals to our fans. 

 We should not allow the perfect to be the enemy of the good.  

 In future production, before we begin studio production of a series or 
serial, we need to have a complete script. 

 
5. The board discussed possible directions for future serials. There is a need to 

produce material that would appeal to a younger audience (as “Welcome to Night 
Vale” does). We need to develop series concepts and create bibles for the various 
series. With these ideas in place, the discussion was tabled for later discussion at 
the production meeting. 
 

6. We have received a $10,000 grant from the Arthur Blank Family Foundation, 
earmarked specifically for data-collection improvement. Our plans at present are 
to use $7,500 to hire a consultant to develop a plan for the organization and the 
remainder of the grant to implement the plan. 

 Other grant opportunities are coming up. First stage: create a statement of 
intent to apply for 2017 grants. Then from those statements, the granting 
institutions will offer invitations to apply. 

 We would be especially interested in a consulting grant to help us identify 
our target audience. 

 
7. Since we traditionally do not have a December meeting and scheduling one two 

months out is problematic, our next meeting will be set after Benedict consults 
with everyone via e-mail. 
 

With no further business, the board adjourned at 15:00 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Brad Strickland, Secretary 

 
 


